
MID WALES DANCE ACADEMY 

COVID HEALTH & SAFETY REGULATIONS FOR RETURN TO STUDIO 

Mid Wales Dance Academy agrees to adhere to the UK Government and World Health Organisa-
tion recommended procedures to prevent the spread of infection. 

1. We will ensure that all appropriate measures are in place through displaying posters, promot-
ing hand washing and ensuring hand sanitiser is available on the premises.

2. We will take all reasonable steps to maintain social distancing of 2 metres, however in special
circumstances where this cannot be maintained we will do everything practical to manage
transmission risk.

3. We have undertaken a Risk Assessment which has been agreed with Theatr Brycheiniog, who
also have their own Risk Assessment policy.  These are available on request.

4. A maximum of 15 students plus teachers and assistants will be allowed in the studio at any one
time.  If classes exceed the maximum number it may be necessary to run an online class at the
same time.  This class will not be recorded and will only be accessible to members of Mid
Wales Dance Academy at the time the class is running,

5. PLEASE NOTE AT THE PRESENT TIME THERE IS NO PUBLIC ACCESS TO THE THEA-
TRE.

6. Access to the studio will be via the fire door at the front of the studio.  A verbal check of health
will be asked and a temperature check given. Hand sanitiser will be used before entering the
studio.  Students should be brought ready dressed for class bringing in with them only a
change of shoes between ballet and tap if required and a named water bottle only if attending
more than one class if this is necessary.  Coats should be left at with the person dropping off
and no crossovers please.  Any lost property has to be disposed of after each class so please
do not bring anything into the building that is not absolutely necessary.  No props will be used
during classes.

7. After class the students will be collected at the fire door at the rear of the studio after using
hand sanitiser.

8. The studio will be cleaned after each class bubble - please do not be late picking your child up
as we have to use this time effectively.  Theatr Brycheiniog will deep clean the premises at the
end of each day.

9. Only one person at a time is allowed to use the disabled toilet - please make sure your child
goes to the toilet before coming to class so the use of the toilet is minimised.

10. We will adhere to the government guidelines regarding track and trace and it may be neces-
sary for your details to be given if deemed necessary.

11. We will have a designated Covid leader who has undertaken an Infection Control course at
each class.  In the event of becoming someone becoming ill they will immediately be isolated.

12. At the moment we are unable to run our shop but items are available to purchase from our
online shop at https://mwd.mydancestore.co.uk  Because of the risk of infection I am unable to
accept/sell any secondhand items.

13. I will be unable to take any payments at the theatre but will be accepting payment by internet
transfer/stripe/cash or cheques to my house.

I confirm that I have read the above information sheet and will conform to its stipulations/rules 

Signature of parent/legal guardian  ……………………………………………………… 

Name of student(s) …………………………………………………………………………. 

Date  ……………………………. 

https://mwd.mydancestore.co.uk/

	Date: 
	Name of students: 
	Signature: 


